SOPHOMORES CAPTURE LAURELS FROM 1923

Freshman Lose To Upperclassmen in Annual Track Meet—
Brokaw and Bolt Are Winners

CLOSE CONTEST THROUGHOUT

It was a real meet between the classes in track and field, as 1923 contributed to the Sophomore Sheets as at Saturday, by a score of 75-68. The meet was a good variety proposition for the giving, with both the fast and the slow, the freshmen, E. G. Brokaw and G. T. Bolt of the Harvard crew on the other hand. Ted Spitz, Carson Buz-

In the second meet, which was held in the afternoon, the leading scorers were again Purcell and Stone. Purcell managed to

The Sophomore-swimming meet will take place tonight at 5 o'clock on the Boston Y. M. C. A. pool, and fresh-meat seems to indicate that this contest will be a close one. C. D. Greene and C. W. R. Smiley will also be present from the university, and the meet will be made up, for only a limited number of the best in sports. The sign-up sheets will be on the bulletin board in the main hall, and men who desire to get in should make their choice immediately.

ELDEN TALKS TO E. F.'s

Outlines Edison Plant Distribution

Mr. L. L. Elden, head of the Electric Engineering Department of the Ed-}

RESEARCH LABORATORY TO OPEN AT INSTITUTE

Plans have recently been announced for the opening of the Research Laboratory of the Chemistry and Chem-

The first Sophomore in the history of the college to receive a scholarship in the Willard Musical Society. Music has al-

FRESHERMEN TO SWIM AGAINST SOPHOMORES AT Y. M. C. A.

Close Contest Scheduled For Tonight

The Sophomore-swimming meet will take place tonight at 5 o'clock on the Boston Y. M. C. A. pool, and fresh-meat seems to indicate that this contest will be a close one. C. D. Greene and C. W. R. Smiley will also be present from the university, and the meet will be made up, for only a limited number of the best in sports. The sign-up sheets will be on the bulletin board in the main hall, and men who desire to get in should make their choice immediately.

Two of the leading men in the track and field meet were Ted Spitz and Carson Buz-